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Abstract
Objective. To identify critical screening program factors for reducing cervical cancer mortality in Colombia. Material and Methods. Coverage, quality, and screening follow-up were evaluated in four Colombian states with different mortality rates. A case-control study (invasive cancer and healthy controls) evaluating screening history was performed. Results. 3-year cytology coverage was 72.7%, false negative rate 49%, positive cytology follow-up 64.2%. There was no association between screening history and invasive cancer in two states having high cytology coverage but high false negative rates. Two states revealed association between deficient screening history and invasive cancer as well as lower positive-cytology follow-up. Conclusions. Reduced number of visits between screening and treatment is more relevant when low access to health care is present. Improved quality is a priority if access to screening is available. Suitable interventions for specific scenarios and proper appraisal of new technologies are compulsory to improve cervical cancer screening. Comprehensive process-failure audits among invasive cancer cases could improve program evaluation since mortality is a late outcome.
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Resumen
Objetivo. Identificar factores críticos para reducir la mortalidad por cáncer cervical en Colombia. Material y métodos. Se evaluó cobertura, calidad y seguimiento del tamizaje en cuatro departamentos con tasas de mortalidad diferenciales. Un estudio de casos (cáncer invasor) y controles (sanos) evaluó historia de tamizaje. Resultados. Cobertura 72.7%; falsos negativos 49%; acceso a diagnóstico-tratamiento de H54.2%. La historia de tamizaje no se asoció con cáncer invasor en dos departamentos con elevada cobertura pero elevada proporción de falsos negativos. Dos departamentos con asociación entre historia de tamizaje deficiente y cáncer invasor tuvieron cobertura aceptable pero bajo acceso a diagnóstico-tratamiento. No hubo relación entre mortalidad y desempeño del programa. Conclusiones. Reducir visitas entre tamizaje y tratamiento es prioritario ante bajo acceso a los servicios. Incrementar calidad es prioritario si hay adecuado acceso al tamizaje. Intervenciones y tecnologías apropiadas a cada contexto son indispensables para obtener mejores resultados. Vigilar integralmente el cáncer invasor contribuye a la evaluación de los programas por ser un desenlace más temprano que la mortalidad.
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Cervical cancer incidence and mortality have been reduced up to 80% in developed countries.\textsuperscript{1} Despite the absence of clinical trials, the relation between Pap-smear screening and reduction of cervical cancer incidence and mortality has been recognized.\textsuperscript{2}

The decreased burden of disease has been attributed to screening coverage leading to increased effort for extending conventional cytology to all women worldwide. Although screening programs have been successful in developed nations, they have not fulfilled their objectives in the majority of developing countries.\textsuperscript{1,3} In Colombia, cervical cancer remains the first cause of cancer mortality and the second cause of cancer incidence among women.\textsuperscript{4}

The lack of impact of conventional cytology in low and middle income countries has been linked to social and economic factors as well as deficiencies in program organization.\textsuperscript{5} Recent studies revealed that Pap-smear coverage does not correlate with trends of cervical cancer mortality in Latin America; similarly, for countries in the region with decreasing cervical cancer mortality (Mexico, Chile, Costa Rica, Colombia), no clear association between reported organization of screening program and reduction in mortality rates could be determined.\textsuperscript{6}

The aforementioned situation indicates that screening coverage is not sufficient for cervical cancer control, and highlights the need for better understanding of program components and critical success factors. Accordingly, numerous frameworks for cervical cancer screening program evaluation have been proposed;\textsuperscript{7,9} but few have been implemented in Latin America, where most evaluations remain focused on screening coverage.\textsuperscript{6}

A model on screening components impact on cervical cancer mortality in Colombia revealed greater influence of follow-up of positive screened women (high grade lesion – HSIL) than did cytology coverage, since proper cervical intraepitelial neoplasm (CIN) treatment, after screening, is the real factor for preventing invasive cancer.\textsuperscript{10} Conversely, a review of evaluative studies demonstrates that evaluation on access to colposcopy and CIN treatment for HSIL cytological diagnosis is scant in Latin America, and inexistent in Colombia.\textsuperscript{6,11}

In addition, a few countries in the region have reported nationwide information on Pap-smear quality.\textsuperscript{6} The analysis of cytology quality is challenging due to the abundant indicators and methodologies; however, two major topics might be considered the most influential on screening effectiveness: smear collection quality and ability of the test for detecting CIN.\textsuperscript{9} The available information shows no major differences in Pap-smear sensitivity between Latin America and Europe and North America,\textsuperscript{12-15} thus contributing to the lack of understanding about sustained high mortality rates.

Therefore, the National Cancer Institute of Colombia conducted an evaluative study aimed at identifying critical program factors for cervical cancer mortality reduction in the country through analyzing screening coverage, cytology quality, and access to colposcopy and CIN treatment. Every component was evaluated in an independent study; thus, the objective of this report is to combine the results from all components in order to provide a comprehensive analysis of the program.

Materials and Methods

The protocol was approved by the Ethical Committee at the National Cancer Institute of Colombia (INC). We conducted an evaluative study analyzing four components: screening services supply, screening coverage, conventional cytology quality, and follow-up of positive screened women. Furthermore, a case-control study to evaluate Pap-smear effectiveness was done.

The study was carried out in four Colombian states selected by combined levels of mortality and screening organization. Two states with high cervical cancer mortality (Caldas and Tolima), and two states with low cervical cancer mortality (Boyacá and Magdalena) were included.\textsuperscript{10} Of the two high mortality states, one revealed satisfactory performance of cervical cancer screening program but the other was deficient, according to Ministry of Health indicators;\textsuperscript{17} the same criterion was used for selecting low cervical cancer mortality states (Table I). All four states were included according to feasibility criteria: study affordability, geographical access to municipalities, and security conditions. In total, the four states represent 4 719 116 inhabitants and 1 100 615 women 25-69 from different cultural and social backgrounds.

Detailed methodology and results for each one of the five abovementioned components has been previously described.\textsuperscript{18-22} To analyze screening services supply three kinds of institutions were considered: Pap-smear collection centers, cytology laboratories, and colposcopy centers. Pap-smear collection centers were included based on an independent simple random sampling for every state. For cytology labs and colposcopy centers total census was reviewed.\textsuperscript{18} An audit survey was carried out on human resources availability (nurses, cytotechnologists, pathologists, colposcopists), quality control process, and productivity.

Screening coverage was analyzed through the National Survey on Demography and Health (NSDH).\textsuperscript{20}
A subset of women 40-69 was interviewed, and questionnaires included questions on Pap-smear screening history. NSDH is a national probabilistic household survey representative of every state including rural and urban areas.

Cytology quality was evaluated using a stratified sample of reported Pap-smears in every state (independent universes). Three strata were defined: unsatisfactory smears, negative results, and positive results. Selected Pap-smears and correspondent original reports were sent to INC for a second reading by two blinded expert pathologists, using the Bethesda 2001 system. The second reading recategorized Pap-smears as unsatisfactory, non-positive (normal, low grade squamous intraepithelial lesion -LSIL-, ASCUS), positive (ASC-H, HSIL, cancer), and glandular cell abnormalities. If no agreement was initially obtained, both pathologists defined consensus diagnosis. Agreement between original and INC-expert reports was evaluated by Kappa index and correspondent 95% confidence intervals (95%CI). Additionally, assuming INC-expert report as gold standard, the proportion of negative results disagreed (false negative) and positive results disagreed (false positive) were estimated for every state.

A sample of women with HSIL or higher diagnosis was recruited to evaluate access to colposcopy and CIN treatment. A structured survey was conducted and medical records reviewed registering information on compliance with colposcopy-biopsy and CIN treatment during six months after the HSIL report, as well as reasons for lack of attendance. A two-stage sample was designed independently for every state. The first stage selected municipalities in two strata: those with compulsory inclusion (all having colposcopy centers) and those selected by simple random sampling (without replacement). The second stage selected women with HSIL cytological report: among municipalities with compulsory inclusion women were selected by simple random sampling, and for randomly selected municipalities all women were included.

For the case-control study, fifty women, ages 25-69, with invasive cervical cancer histological diagnosis were randomly selected in every state from all invasive cancer reports; and fifty neighboring population controls matched by age, and without history of CIN, cervical cancer, or cervical treatment. A structured survey was conducted and medical records reviewed when necessary to determine history of cervical cancer screening within previous 48 months. Cytology exams for follow-up or diagnosis (symptomatic women) were excluded from analysis.

**Results**

In total 859 Pap-smear collection centers (Boyacá 313, Caldas 128, Magdalena 174, Tolima 244), 52 cytology labs (Boyacá 14, Caldas 7, Magdalena 21, Tolima 10), and 99 colposcopy centers (Boyacá 17, Caldas 40, Magdalena 9, Tolima 33) were identified in the four states. According to number of municipalities, Magdalena and Tolima had highest collection centers rate, Magdalena highest cytology labs rate, and Caldas highest colposcopy centers rate (Table I). No major differences on human resources availability were observed among states.

Only Tolima accomplished basic indicators on quality control process. Magdalena and Caldas reported low percentage of positive smears reviewed for quality control (Table I). With the exception of Magdalena, average of smears read annually by cytotechnician surpassed 3000; the highest average of smears by reader was in Caldas (8490.4); however, Caldas revealed lowest average of biopsies per colposcopy (0.4).

One-year coverage ranged between 43.3 in Boyacá and 56.8 in Caldas; 3-year coverage from 66.6 in Magdalena and 81.3 in Caldas (Table II). Boyacá and...
Caldas reported higher coverage among rural population, and Boyacá and Tolima highest percentage of women with no cervical cancer screening history (17.4 and 12.9).

Tolima and Magdalena accounted for highest percentage of inadequate smears (13 and 7.5, respectively); and Boyacá and Caldas highest percentage of false negative results (61.1 and 58.8, respectively). Overall percentage of false positive results was low (range 2.4 to 3.8) (Table III). For this component, the sample in Magdalena could not be recruited as planned because only 30.8% of cytology labs stored Pap-smears.

Some 19.4% of women with HSIL did not undergo colposcopy in Boyacá and 1.3% did not remember having colposcopy during the preceding six months. For Caldas these percentages were 19.3 and 9.1 respectively; Magdalena 31.3 and 1.0; Tolima 22.4 and 15.6 (Figure 1A). In total 166 women had indication of treatment in Boyacá, 109 in Caldas, 101 in Magdalena, and 218 in Tolima. From these numbers 17.9%, 5.1%, 4.0%, and 12.4% did not undergo treatment in Boyacá, Caldas, Magdalena, and Tolima, respectively. In summary, in Boyacá 29.4% of women with HSIL cytological report did not access or did not remember confirmatory diagnosis or treatment, Caldas 32.1%, Magdalena 33.5%, and Tolima 41.6% (Figure 1A).

Among women who did not attend confirmatory colposcopy-biopsy, in Boyacá 40% reported reasons...
related to health services organization or economic barriers, Caldas 50.9%, Magdalena 59.1%, Tolima 60.8% (Figure 1B). The rate of non-response to questionnaire on reasons for lack of attendance among women with indication of preneoplasic lesions treatment was: Boyacá 25.8%, Caldas 18.2%, Tolima 67.9%, Magdalena 0%.

The case-control study showed significant increased risk of cervical cancer according to history of screening in Magdalena and Tolima, but no increased risk in Boyacá and Caldas (Figure 2). There was a significant difference (p<0.01) in average number of Pap-smears between cases and controls during the previous 48 months (Difference 0.45, 0.61, 0.84, and 1.53 for Boyacá, Caldas, Magdalena, and Tolima, respectively).

Discussion

The reduction of cervical cancer mortality following organization of Pap-smear in European countries has driven implementation of screening programs globally; additionally, some cost-effectiveness models show that program organization might be a more efficient way to decrease burden of disease.24 Thus, the World Health Organization (WHO) has published guidelines indicating necessary components for an organized program;6 however, many developed nations have largely reduced cervical cancer mortality without meeting WHO standards.25

There is abundant literature describing requirements for organized programs, but few studies evaluating impact of organized screening.26 A meta-analysis revealed that most process failures related to invasive cervical cancer diagnosis are derived from poor screening frequency (low number of Pap-smears or never screened), and only 11.9% are due to poor follow-up of abnormal results;27 however, these data come from developed nations where follow-up is generally guaranteed.

Low screening test sensitivity and lack of correlation between screening coverage and cervical cancer mortality in Latin America6 suggest that successful screening programs depend upon frequent repetition of Pap-smears and permanent access to confirmatory diagnosis and treatment.11 Accordingly, our results revealed a significant association between history of screening and risk of invasive cancer only for Magdalena and Tolima;

Table II

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Coverage</th>
<th>Boyacá</th>
<th>Caldas</th>
<th>Magdalena</th>
<th>Tolima</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Urban 1-year</td>
<td>40.7</td>
<td>55.2</td>
<td>48.0</td>
<td>47.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rural 1-year</td>
<td>46.0</td>
<td>60.4</td>
<td>46.8</td>
<td>37.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Global 1-year</td>
<td>43.3</td>
<td>56.8</td>
<td>47.6</td>
<td>44.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Urban 3-year</td>
<td>69.0</td>
<td>80.8</td>
<td>68.4</td>
<td>74.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rural 3-year</td>
<td>72.5</td>
<td>82.4</td>
<td>62.1</td>
<td>66.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Global 3-year</td>
<td>70.7</td>
<td>81.3</td>
<td>66.6</td>
<td>72.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Never screened Urban</td>
<td>13.6</td>
<td>7.1</td>
<td>13.9</td>
<td>8.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rural</td>
<td>10.7</td>
<td>7.5</td>
<td>19.3</td>
<td>13.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Global</td>
<td>17.4</td>
<td>7.3</td>
<td>7.3</td>
<td>12.9</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Results reported as percentages of women 25-69

Table III

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>State</th>
<th>Inadequate smears</th>
<th>Negative results disagreement*</th>
<th>Positive results disagreement†</th>
<th>Agreement with initial diagnosis§</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Boyacá</td>
<td>2.5</td>
<td>61.1</td>
<td>2.7</td>
<td>0.29 (0.11-0.46)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Caldas</td>
<td>4.9</td>
<td>58.8</td>
<td>2.6</td>
<td>0.39 (0.23-0.53)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Magdalena</td>
<td>7.5</td>
<td>42.0</td>
<td>3.8</td>
<td>0.54 (0.45-0.63)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tolima</td>
<td>13.6</td>
<td>50.0</td>
<td>2.4</td>
<td>0.48 (0.36-0.60)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Inadequate smears based on the second reading at the Instituto Nacional de Cancerología (INC)

* Negative results disagreement corresponds to the percentage of negative Pap-smears considered positive in the second reading at INC

† Positive results disagreement corresponds to the percentage of positive Pap-smears considered negative in the second reading at INC

‡ Data correspond to Kappa index, indicating level of agreement between second reading at INC, and original reading by cytotechnologists in the corresponding states

Source: Reference 18
for the other two states, history of screening did not represent differential risk among women with invasive cancer and population controls (Figure 2). These data indicate occurrence of at least two different settings.

Caldas accounted for highest screening coverage and along with Boyacá showed highest rural cytology coverage. Concordantly, Boyacá and Caldas had the lowest percentage of women without access to confirmatory diagnosis or treatment for HSIL reports. Tolima revealed similar proportion of HSIL without colposcopy than Caldas and Boyacá; but, given the fact that the evaluation included a survey six months after cytological report and review of clinical records, it is highly probable that all women with unknown colposcopy or treatment during this period actually did not undergo these procedures.

Results on screening coverage and follow-up of positive screened women suggest association between screening history and invasive cancer in Magdalena and Tolima, due to low health care access. This finding is backed by results on colposcopy barriers, wherein women from Magdalena and Tolima reported higher percentage of problems related to health services organization; Economic: lack of resources to attend health services; Cultural: barriers originated in women’s beliefs; Women’s health: physical conditions limiting attendance to health services.

**Figure 1. Access to confirmatory diagnosis and treatment for women with High Grade Lesion (HSIL) cytological report. Colombia 2004-2009**

A. Percentage of women reporting no having colposcopy-biopsy or HSIL treatment after six months of HSIL cytological diagnosis. Unknown colpo or treatment corresponds to women who do not remember having colposcopy or treatment.

B. Barriers to access for colposcopy-biopsy among women with HSIL cytological report and history of no attendance. Health services: barriers due to health services organization; Economic: lack of resources to attend health services; Cultural: barriers originated in women’s beliefs; Women’s health: physical conditions limiting attendance to health services.
These data and lack of association between screening history and invasive cancer in Caldas and Boyacá insinuate that deficiencies in cytology quality play a more relevant role for these states. Yet, Caldas had lower biopsy/colposcopy rate and higher cervical cancer mortality than Boyacá (Table I); since a correlation between number of biopsies and colposcopy sensitivity has been established, it is possible that the abovementioned low rate decreases CIN detection despite higher colposcopy center availability.

These results are striking since they point towards necessary identification of specific problems and needs for different settings in order to guide more suitable interventions. Conversely, efforts for improving impact of cervical cancer screening in Latin America have been focused mainly on screening coverage without proper program evaluation. A cost-effectiveness model for Colombia has demonstrated that increased coverage without access to proper diagnosis and treatment would result in lower decrease of cervical cancer mortality than improved HSIL follow-up, even with limited 50% screening coverage. Therefore, alternative approaches to reduce number of visits between screening and CIN treatment seem more appropriate when low access to health care is prevalent. Accordingly, for these scenarios new technologies should be evaluated regarding their capacity to produce immediate results allowing treatment in the same or a subsequent visit. Recent reports also highlight the relevance of high sensitive tests for implementing see-and-treat approaches in low income populations.

Differently, for settings with proper health care access, but screening test quality deficiencies, reduction in number of visits is secondary. Previous analyses from Europe and North America demonstrate that improving Pap-smear sensitivity over 50% is challenging; thus, according to our results (negative results disagreement 42 to 61%), a major augment in cytology sensitivity should not be expected. If no improvement in cytology quality could be obtained, new technologies with higher sensitivity and lower quality control requirements ought to be examined.

Separate reports on specific factors influencing every component of screening program in Colombia have been previously published. Herein we present the comprehensive analysis including all major components as related to invasive cancer diagnosis. A recent review found a few attempts to comprehensively assess screening programs in Latin America. Joint information for screening coverage, cytology quality, and follow-up of abnormal Pap-smears was found only for Chile, Cuba, El Salvador, and Nicaragua; but, just Chile reported results from a comprehensive evaluation while the remaining countries recapped different reports from different sources. The Chilean appraisal was based on nationwide routine data recorded by an organized program. Basic criteria for organized cervical cancer screening monitoring have been proposed comprising availability on a regular basis, high quality, meaningful targets as the evidence base builds, measures and established targets that facilitate inter-jurisdictional comparisons, feasibility of regular monitoring, wide acceptability for use in program evaluation, and screening-treatment spectrum coverage.

Unfortunately, the aforementioned standards are unobtainable for most Latin American countries which do not have organized screening, and only a small number of countries worldwide have published this type of evaluation. Our study was conducted for a nation with no organized screening by combining different independent analyses on the same population. Similarly, a situation analysis was reported for Mexico including Pap-smear collection and reading quality, factors
influencing Pap-smear uptake, and case-control study; however, no assessment of colposcopy and treatment access was done, and only Mexico City was included in all components.31

The abovementioned conditions for our study impose several limitations. Due to feasibility restrictions we were able to include only 4 out of 36 states, restraining the possibility of obtaining statistical signiﬁcance in estimates. Additionally, the absence of organized activities and the lack of regular monitoring challenged the sample calculations and accessibility to medical records and women; thus, troubling data collection on cytology quality in Magdalena and reasons for lack of treatment attendance in the remaining states.

Despite the limitations, a better understanding of screening program performance was possible through our study highlighting the relevance of comprehensive evaluations. Some developed countries have conducted comprehensive audits of cervical cancer screening based on analysis of invasive cancer cases (screening history, negative results, access to colposcopy and treatment), using case control studies occasionally.32,33 Case-control studies provide rapid assessment of screening history, but if no association is found, as in the cases of Boyacá and Tolima, information from other program components, such as false negative screening and women’s follow-up, would be required. Accordingly, we consider that implementing strict invasive cervical cancer surveillance, with determination not only of screening history but screening results and access to colposcopy and treatment as well, would be a feasible way to improve program evaluation and understanding in Latin America.
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